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ABOUT REGION 34
OUR VISION
To be the leading musical
organisation for Australian women.

Southern Cross Region 34 of Sweet Adelines
International Incorporated has 1,408 members,
making us the largest region in the world and
one of only six with a membership over 1,000.
Women sing each week in 32 chartered
choruses, 1 prospective chorus and more than
40 quartets across the nation.

OUR MISSION
Sweet Adelines Australia, a region of
Sweet Adelines International, is a national
organisation of women singers
committed to advancing the musical
artform of barbershop harmony through
education, competition and performance.

The main purpose of Sweet Adelines is to
educate women of all ages in the art of singing
four-part a cappella harmony, barbershop style.
We offer comprehensive education, delivered in
weekly chorus rehearsals and in activities and
events held around the country.

OUR STRATEGIC GOALS

Not only do members learn vocal production
and music, they also learn choreography, stage
production, costuming and much more.
Choruses and quartets perform in their
communities, some have opportunities to
broaden their reach to corporate and public
events.

Pride in membership of Sweet Adelines
A secure future for Region 34
Consistently high quality musical and
performance skills

Our choruses are evaluated regularly in Regional
Education Faculty visits and through regional
contests. Winners have the opportunity to
compete at the international level.

Strong representation and
participation at international
organisational level

Region 34 is governed by an 21-person Regional
Resource Team, which in the 2018 pilot year
represents five of Australia's six states and two
territories. They implement the Sweet Adelines
International Regional By-laws through locally
developed Standing Rules and Policies. They
prioritise their activities and future directions
around six strategic goals designed to promote
sustainable growth for tomorrow whilst
delivering member value today.

Productive partnerships with external
networks
Best practice management throughout
the region

Thank you for reading this Annual Report which covers the period May 1 2017 to 30 April 2018. The
Financial Report covers the Sweet Adelines International financial year of 1 April 2017 to 31 March
2018. Greater detail about regional activities is published in our official publication, OzChords.
Back editions of OzChords and previous Annual Reports can be accessed via the Publications page
of the Members area of the regional website, or by request from the Regional Communications
Coordinator - communications@sweetadelines.org.au.

Southern Cross Region of Sweet Adelines International was established in 1989. It is incorporated in the state of South Australia, with
non-prescribed status.
Sweet Adelines International was founded in 1945 and is headquartered in Tulsa, Oklahoma, USA. www.sweetadelines.com

For more information, visit our website: www.sweetadelines.org.au
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Regional Governance Pilot Project
On 1 January 2018, the much-discussed, hugely anticipated Regional Governance Pilot started in Region 34 for the
duration of 12 months. The outgoing RMT voted to be part of this governance pilot program because they could see
exciting opportunities for enhanced levels of support and professionalism, to take Region 34 forward to a bigger,
brighter future. Already, our version of this program has been amended to incorporate changes to the original model;
the most visible difference being the job titles of our three Regional Directors who will instead be known as Regional
Team Coordinators.
Anticipated benefits from our participation in the Regional Governance Pilot include:
• Region 34 having a voice, and being involved, in any decisions made about the future of the organisation
• a greater opportunity to identify, train and mentor future leaders
• sharing the load of running the world’s largest region among more members
• recognising the contribution of more members who help out at a regional level
• allowing members to share their expertise in smaller, more targeted roles.
The formal appointment of the Executive Team was made by Sweet Adelines International in mid-November with
Lindsey Dyer as Education Team Coordinator, Annet Wezenbeek as Administrative Team Coordinator and Kate Hawkins
as Member Services Team Coordinator. The remaining RMT members - Val Norris, Sue Gilkes, Annette Connolly, Kali
Caramia and Anna-Marie Shew, all stayed on in the new RRT Regional Resource Team with some changes to their
portfolios. In addition we recruited 13 new members. Most of them already were serving at some level in a Regional role
and the changes formalised and clarified their roles and involvement in the regional governance structure. We would
like to thank each and every one of them for their commitment to our wonderful region.
The Regional Resource Team was ready
for take-off and met in February over two
days. We were all just a little bit
apprehensive, as we were going to be
learning new roles and working out
brand new ways of doing things and
finding new ways of communicating,
delegating and collaborating. At the
weekend it became immediately
apparent that we had made the right
decision as there was such high energy
and a positive atmosphere in the room.
Over the remaining time of the pilot, we
will discover what works and what
doesn’t and we would like to request
from you, our members, to be flexible,
and show some good old-fashioned
kindness if things aren’t going quite as
planned! We are going to do our utmost
to make it a worthwhile year for each
member of Region 34.

The initial RRT meeting in February 2018

Come 31 December 2018, our Executive team will be able to present informed and authoritative decisions on the
way forward for Region 34 and ensure that this high-functioning region continues to flourish. We think we have
much to look forward to.
Yours in harmony
Kate, Lindsey and Annet
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2017 REGIONAL MANAGEMENT TEAM
Communications Coordinator
Directors' Coordinator
Education Coordinator
Events Coordinator
Finance Coordinator
Marketing Coordinator
Membership Coordinator
Team Coordinator

Sue Gilkes, NSW
Kali Caramia, WA
Lindsey Dyer, WA
Annette Connolly, WA
Annet Wezenbeek, VIC
Anna-Marie Shew, VIC
Val Norris, NSW
Kate Hawkins, NSW

2018 REGIONAL RESOURCE TEAM
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The RMT conducted two face-to-face meetings in
2017 and conducted additional online meetings and
discussion forums.
From January 2018, at the commencement of the
Regional Governance Pilot Project, 13 additional
team members joined with the RMT to make up the
Regional Resource Team with some adjustment of
positions.

Region 34 at a glance
Membership stats 2017-2018
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VIVA OZ VEGAS!

KATE HAWKINS

Congratulations to Master Director Glenda Lloyd and Brindabella Chorus on winning Australia’s first-ever International gold
medal by taking out the Division AA Harmony Classic title in Las Vegas.
Joining them on stage were OOTERS and former members (FM) - 5 from Wollongong Harmony Chorus, 1 from Murrumbidgee Magic (FM), 1
from Hot Ginger, 2 from Perth Harmony Chorus, 1 from Singapore (FM) and 1 from Italy (FM)

Kate Hawkins, Team Coordinator said, “It was an absolute privilege to join Val Norris, Membership Coordinator, in representing the
members of Region 34 at the Sweet Adelines International Convention where we celebrated the achievements of our members and
networked with leaders from other regions."
“To say we were bursting with Aussie pride is an understatement when we cheered on Brindabella Chorus as they created history,
along with the superb performances from Perth Harmony and Debacle Quartet."

It was a poignant time to be in Las Vegas for Sweet Adelines members, being able to share love and harmony with the city as it
recovered from the Mandalay Bay tragedy.
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2017 REGION 34
CONVENTION
Champion Quartet - Hi-Jinx

Champion Quartet - Hi-Jinx
– their 6th consecutive win but they elected not
compete in the 2017 International Competition in
Las Vegas, opening the door for second place
quartet, Debacle, to take the stage for their
International debut.

Most Improved +91

Novice Quartet: True Blue
Most Improved Quartet: Cool Change
708 Delegates, 214 registered for the webcast
Judges
Sandy Marron (Panel Chair) - Sound
Dale Syverson - Expression
Sue Beck - Showmanship
Jan Meyer - Music

Audience Choice

Full coverage of the 2017 Convention is in the September 2017 edition of OzChords.
Results can be found in Convention tab of the regional website.
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2017 REGION 34 CONVENTION
Champion Chorus - Endeavour Harmony Chorus

Champion Chorus Endeavour Harmony Chorus
Division A winner Circular Keys Chorus who were invited to
compete in the 2018 Harmony Classic
competition.
Novice Director: Judy Ferguson,
Murrumbidgee Magic
Most Improved Chorus: Vocalescence
For the first time in the Region’s history, three
choruses scored over 600 points in the
competition.
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EDUCATION COORDINATOR REPORT

LINDSEY DYER

Regional Educational Faculty
We have 13 members of the Regional Educational Faculty, who offer support to
our members in :• vocal skills, personal vocal instruction
• coaching - quartets, choruses
• the barbershop artform,
• visually by helping members to develop choreography and character for their
performance package, personal visual instruction
• administration - support and development of the administration team
• planning - short, mid and long term.
Our REF visit all choruses, the purpose being to assess the health of our choruses
and to offer a coaching/education opportunity for the chorus and our REF.

Our Regional Education Faculty members
have updated their biographies, which you
can find on the Regional website. They
continue to work hard as educators,
friends, supporters and mentors of all our
directors and assistant directors in the
region. Remember, when you meet your REF
at a training session, to say a special thank
you. They work very hard for all of us!

Part of our dues to International covers
the cost of travel and parking for 18 of
these visits. We have an allocated budget
of $15000 from International which we
endeavour to utilise to the maximum.

Also, REF (and any new prospective REF?)
will be asked to apply later this year and
will then be appointed for a 3-year term (as
per International Faculty).

The region covers the costs of the REF
for their time which is $200 for a three
hour chorus rehearsal - for any further
additional time the chorus or quartet is
required to meet the cost.

If you think you may have what it takes to
be a part of this great team, please give it
some thought and watch out for
application information that will be out
later in the year.

Choruses are asked to complete a
feedback form for our REF so we can
further develop their potential as
assessors, educators and coaches.

The REF also uses any spare time they have left to nurture our choruses, quartets and individual members on private coaching visits.
These educational opportunities allow our REF to hone their skills and to share their knowledge with the region.
To further develop their skills, the REF had a training day at Directors’ School. Over this day they identified the educational needs of
themselves and the choruses, quartets and general membership.
In the future we are looking at further training for our REF at convention, using the judging panel as the educators. We hope to trial
this in Hobart 2019.
To find out more information about our Regional Educational Faculty, go to our website and read about their preferred areas of
coaching, their classes and what they can do for you.

2017 International Education Symposium
and Regional Leaders' Training
As Educator Coordinator I was fortunate to be sponsored by the region to attend the Leadership Capacitor Training running over two
days for Regional Management and Regional Resource Team members in Maryland, USA. The focus of the first day was about
inspirational leadership - what it is, how to recognise it and develop the skills to implement it. The second part allowed us to network
with other regional leaders and learn about what they were doing in their regions. We were also introduced to the Regional Resource
Team and the pilot that was being run. We were given the opportunity to ask members of the pilot program what they felt were the
strengths and weaknesses of the pilot program. It allowed those who were not in the pilot to understand and see the possibilities of
the pilot program - the Regional Resource Team.
The International Education Symposium offered a great variety of classes across all
levels and subjects meeting the needs of general membership, directors, quartets,
Young Women in Harmony, administrators, arrangers and the visual team. We were
very fortunate to have Frenzy - our 2017 Queens, The Buzz, Tom Carter - specialising in
Performance, Deke Sharon and members of the International Faculty. Highlights for me
were Deke Sharon’s class for Directors, Darlene Rodgers’ class on kinaesthetics and
Vicky Maybury’s class on the Expression Category.
In addition to the classes we were entertained in the evenings by Harmony Games, in
which a team of us participated, the Rising Stars contest for Young Women in Harmony
Quartets and, for the first time, a Mixed Quartet Competition.
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AUGUST A CAPPELLA

International Appointments

During August we ran workshops for our general membership in
five states - Queensland, NSW, Victoria, South Australia and
Western Australia. Each workshop was well attended with some
attendees travelling up to four hours to attend. Feedback from
our members led the workshops to cover the following - vocal
skills, judging categories and performance skills. Our faculty for
these workshops were from our awesome Regional Educational
Faculty and our national champion quartet, Hi-Jinx

Congratulations to Sharon
Cartwright who was elected by
popular vote to the International
Board of Directors for a threeyear term.

• Lea Baker – Director of Endeavour Harmony Chorus
• Jen Howson – Artistic Director, Vocalescence
• Lindsey Dyer – Co-Director of A Cappella West Chorus, Bass of
Hi-Jinx
• Debra Griffiths – Education Events Coordinator, Bathurst
Panorama Chorus
• Bec Hewitt – General Education Coordinator, Lead of Hi-Jinx
• Alex Morris – Director of Geelong Harmony
• Glenda Lloyd – Director of Brindabella Chorus
• Jo Oosterhoff – Co-Director of A Cappella West Chorus, Tenor of
Hi-Jinx
• Kirsten Richardson – Baritone of Hi-Jinx, Choreographer for ACW
• Linda Wareham – Director of Coastal a Cappella and Northern
Beaches Choruses

For serving on the 2017-2018 International
Committee, congratulations are also due to
Sharon Cartwright – International Bylaws and Rules
Specialist
Kate Hawkins – Editorial Review Board
Lea Baker – Worldwide Coordinator

Leaders' Function
The annual Leaders networking session was held over
breakfast on the Sunday of Regional Convention in Perth
with 108 attendees. Leaders were seated at tables according
to their role, hosted by RMT and other regional leaders to
lead discussion, answer questions and provide new
information.

Southern Cross Regional
Arrangers Program (SCRAP)
The program had 10 active participants in 2017, of which
four were new that year, plus a new graduate. Julie
Southwell, Gwen Dunn and Jenny Fay continued as
markers for Levels 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Joey Minshall
also continued as course mentor, providing occasional
advice.
The SCRAP Graduates’ webpage
https://www.sweetadelines.org.au/arrangers/ was added
to the regional website and all past graduates were invited
to participate.

Quartet sChOOL Education Webinar
The initial Quartet sChOOL Education webinar, held on Saturday
March 17th 2018, was a great success. Six-time regional quartet
champions, Lindsey Dyer and Jo Oosterhoff from Hi-Jinx, coached
two quartets (Eureka and Shortcut) on the subject of ‘How to
make the most of quartet rehearsal time in the lead up to
competition’.
The webinar was available to
watch online via Facebook Live
and was streamed on the SAA
website while locals in Perth
could attend in person.

Lyndal Thorburn, program coordinator, continued to
participate in the SAI International Copyright Taskforce in
2017. The team also provided comments to SAI on a draft
outline for a centrally-administered arrangers' course.

Other educational activities
Making A Difference Program including Director Mentor
and Music Improvement
Steps Program for Prospective Choruses
Individual training, advice and materials for Chapter
Admin leaders

We had a reach of 2000 viewers
with close to 1000 engaging with
the webinar and with nearly 300
reactions.

Facebook discussion groups for Marketing, Groupanizer
Users, Chapter Leaders, Directors, Quartets, and Finance
Regional Marketing Award Evaluations
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MEMBERSHIP COORDINATOR REPORT

VAL NORRIS

What an exciting year we have had! Our total membership has increased by 91 to a high
of 1408 members, making us the largest region by a significant margin. We also welcomed
150 first timers at this year’s convention so our membership recruitment strategies must
certainly be working. The longevity awards presented this year also attest to the fact that
our members are remaining with us for many years so retention initiatives must also be a
success. I won’t repeat all of the exciting statistics that you can see elsewhere, but there
are many encouraging trends.
The most significant change this year is, of course, the move to a different management
structure. Again, you will read more of this elsewhere, but we have a wonderful
membership team, capably led by Kate Hawkins and we hope that with the added woman
power, we will be able to address all of your needs.
We did have one prospective chorus move to charter during the year but, unfortunately, they were not able to continue and have
since dissolved. Most of their members are now happily singing with another nearby chorus.
Our second membership task force has now completed their project – looking at the needs of prospective, new, small and isolated
choruses – and we look forward to working as a team to implement their suggestions and to continue to give support to these
groups.
I have thoroughly enjoyed another year working with you all and I hope you will continue to be in touch to let us know how we can
help. No question is too small.

MARKETING COORDINATOR REPORT

ANNA-MARIE SHEW

Marketing in 2017/2018 continues to hum along in the background as we find our place within the new Regional Governance
Model. Adjustments have been made to concept- and strategic planning as well as approval processes, and we are still finding our
way forward in those important areas. But the energy of the Regional Resource Team and, in particular, the opportunity to
brainstorm with an engaged and supportive Administration Team has been a really pleasing aspect of this last 12 months.
Building brand awareness within our membership and in the community continues to be a prime focus. This is helped by our new
website, a triumph due mainly to IT Coordinator Roz Beste who has provided us with a modern, ebullient design, packed with all
the informational and editorial content we could wish for, and to top it off, we have curated a fascinating (and huge!) marketing
page in the members-only area to support our choruses.
The annual Marketing Awards – now in their fifth year since former MkC Susan Grigson initiated them – continue to offer great
insights into how well our choruses convey their own brand as well as our organisation’s messages to their communities. Each
year has seen an increase in submissions and the standard of the entries continues to improve significantly each year.
Empowering choruses’ marketing teams is always a priority, and is achieved by offering genuine encouragement and tangible
support in the form of regular offerings of advice, hints and information via OzChords, Short&Sweet, the Facebook Marketing
Chatspace, and, of course, one-one-one contact to offer personalised support and assistance.
Some marketing highlights of the last 12 months include:

Convention logo competition – a great success with over 25 entries and with the winning
design from Nicole Williamson (Coastal Charisma)
Region 34’s Media Kit overhauled, with content rewritten and the publication redesigned;
it is sent out with all press releases
Regional ‘Rah Rah’ materials for our International competitors included slogan buttons,
‘fan mail’ post cards, banners, a full-page Shout Out in Pitch Pipe to our competitors and
a Facebook campaign, plus a Facebook Live event to share the love with everyone!
$500 for Sico’s full page ad in our convention booklet
New logo design professionally sourced for the 30th Anniversary Convention in Hobart
$5000 from Events Tasmania to encourage our members to take a break in Tassie and share their holiday snaps on social
media using the hashtags #discovertasmania and #sweetadstakeontassie
Continued to create new logos, imagery and designs for all Region 34 events and publications including ‘It’s All About the
Music’ for Directors’ School, graphics for various social media events including Anzac Day, New Year, Christmas, Mother’s Day,
International Women’s Day, countdowns to Convention, etc
Changed the name of our regional newsletter from OzE-notes to Short&Sweet
Frenzy Tour for August A Cappella – (the ‘let’s put them in kangaroo pouches’ design seemed like such a good idea at the
time!). Sharon Cartwright is helping steer the marketing campaign for this very special event.
Marketing is fundamental to our success; it ensures that we have audiences to hear us perform. It enables us to reach out to our
communities and find new members, and within our choruses and teams, marketing helps build and maintain morale.
It’s been a pleasure to be your Marketing Coordinator for another year and I look forward to continue to work with this brilliant
group of women throughout 2018 and into 2019, and share all the positive messages of our wonderful brand.
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DIRECTORS' COORDINATOR REPORT

KALI CARAMIA

In December of 2016 I was approached to take on this role and as the last time I had served was as the TC in the 2012-14 RMT, it
was great to get back into the saddle and to see all the changes since I had last sat at that table. Since taking on this role in May
2017, we have joined the new Regional Governance Pilot Project that SAI is trialling across many regions of the organisation and
this has meant a new team of 21 people is now working on your behalf rather than the original 8. Further information on this will
be in the TC report.
Some of the highlights from last year from the Directors’ Coordinator role were:
ASME Melbourne – In July 2017, Sweet Adelines Australia and Barbershop Harmony Australia had a stand at the 21st Australian
Society for Music Education conference at RMIT University in Melbourne. A number of us attended and shared information on
education for singers and the YWIH program and BHA had a scholarship available for attendance at their Harmony College in
October. Kieran O’Dea from BHA also presented a class on ‘The Benefits of Barbershop in Your School’ and actively promoted
both BHA and SAA. It was great to be a part of this initiative on behalf of SAA.
Jan Carley Teleseminar - This was a follow up for leaders after the
wonderful Directors’ School in January 2017 with Jan Carley, front line
directors and their TCs/Presidents. We also started the Jan Carley
Facebook page Finding Your Overtones. This year, Jan has been working
with Kate Hawkins and Michelle Neller from the Member Services
Team, to develop ways to continue to support our members. She ran a
weekly ‘Personal Mastery Series’ in the lead-up to convention, focussing
on areas important for competitors (e.g. managing self-talk, awareness,
self-confidence). We will continue to assist Jan with her work in future,
for the benefit of both chorus leaders and Region 34 members as a
whole.
Male Director Regional Fees - At our November RMT meeting we clarified a decision made in June 2014 that ALL Directors
(male or female) would pay regional fees. At this time, SAI doesn’t allow male directors to be ‘members’ of Sweet Adelines,
however there is an International Taskforce currently looking at new membership options and a male option is one of them. In
Region 34, our regional fees include an Educational levy and an International Competitors’ Assistance levy, and these funds also
go towards the airfares for each director to attend Directors’ School each year, so it is appropriate that ALL directors pay these
fees. This has been communicated to affected choruses.
Directors’ School 2018 – This was our 6th year at St Josephs in Baulkham Hills. In response to a survey sent to assistant
directors last year, this school was specifically built for frontline directors AND assistant directors. Lindsey Dyer and I worked
together to build some specific streams including ‘directing for the new and inexperienced’, ‘conducting techniques’, ‘developing
effective chorus culture,’ ‘working together’ and some fun was had with Harmony Games on the Saturday night. The feedback
was that we could make some improvements in getting the information out to everyone earlier, class information could be
clearer and placed in the Dropbox earlier; we are responding to that information by starting our planning for next year’s
directors’ school in June this year! So, information will be out to you just after the August Frenzy workshops. We would also like
our frontline directors to place their flight requests with Corporate Traveller early to ensure you get the flight you want and we
can save a LOT of the Region’s money (your fees!) by booking early. More information will be posted to you soon.
DCP – Our Directors’ Certification Program currently has 19 participants (with just one/two not very active) – but there has been
quite a bit of activity these past few months. We had 3 people complete before competition – Beth Pratley, Louise Brannon and
Henrietta Farr but only one qualified before March 1. That was Henrietta Farr who was this year’s recipient of the Marian Reinsch
award, which is now a very healthy $1000 scholarship available for further education of a newly certified director. Henrietta was
presented with her award at Hobart convention and we look forward to her report on how that money was invested in the
months to come. Beth and Louise will be eligible for the next Marian Reinsch award in 2020.
Make a Difference Program – This program is for new directors and prospective or revitalising chorus directors. Currently we
have one group – the Fern Bay Women of Note Prospective Chorus in the program and they are in Step 2. We look forward to
them completing the requirements for charter.
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EVENTS COORDINATOR REPORT

ANNETTE CONNOLLY

My first year as Events Coordinator has been eventful and very
rewarding, taking the reins from Kate Hawkins who has been a
great support and help along this journey.
The year started with convention in Perth, Western Australia. We
had approximately 740 registered attendees with many locals
purchasing session tickets.
The convention proved to be a success competitively, with
Endeavour scoring over 650, Circular Keys qualifying for Harmony
Classic and Hi-Jinx achieving a high score of 635.
Financially a break-even financial outcome was expected, however
we were pleasantly surprised by the profit achieved which has
given additional funds for education of our members. Feedback
from members said this convention was ‘the best yet’!
August A Cappella had 5 education weekend events in 5 states – Western Australia, South Australia, Queensland, New South
Wales and Victoria. State Event Coordinators were able to assist with venue booking and coordination of the event on the
weekend. It proved very useful to have local knowledge and support for these events. Two of our Regional Educational Faculty
were flown to each state, and classes were targeted at individual singers, quartets and choruses. The workshops were well
attended in all states with positive and constructive feedback received from the post event survey.
Directors’ School, held in Sydney in January at the St Joseph's Centre, was for front line directors and assistant directors. Our
awesome faculty once again provided the classes for the weekend, running two streams as well as offering Personal Vocal
Instruction, Personal Visual Instruction and one-on-one conducting instruction.
St Joseph’s is a suitable venue to accommodate the school and St Joseph’s staff are delightful to deal with. Consideration is being
given to alternative venues in other states of Australia although it will be hard to surpass what is offered at St Joseph's.

COMMUNICATIONS COORDINATOR REPORT

SUE GILKES

Our Region 34 news magazine, OzChords, experienced some turmoil last year due to a range of unavoidable circumstances
which resulted in the non-production of the March and July issues. However, with the appointment of a new Content Editor,
Sarah Matthews from Bathurst Panorama Chorus, things got back on track. We published a catch-up 'light' edition in September,
which covered all the news from the Perth Convention.
OzChords continues as our 'newsy' magazine covering regional happenings, informative articles, RRT escapades and, of course,
the chorus roundup where you can tell us about your interesting events or people, tell a joke, write a recipe or a poem - use your
imagination!
OzChords will continue to be published in March, July and November.
Following all sorts of confusion about the names (and content) of OzChords and OzE-notes, it was decided to rename OzE-notes. It
is now called 'Short&Sweet' - because that's the sort of submissions we require.
Brief items such as:
- Upcoming chorus events, shows etc.
- Classifieds (anything to sell, shows to advertise etc.)
- Regional calendar
- Positions vacant
Short&Sweet will be published by Anna-Marie Shew, Marketing Coordinator.
Editions will be (mostly) monthly between OzChords editions.
Good communication is essential to the smooth running of our organisation. I make every effort to keep our mailing lists up to
date. If, for any reason, you find that you have missed an email please contact me and I will be happy to resend it - and chase up
why it wasn't delivered the first time.
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FINANCE COORDINATOR REPORT

ANNET WEZENBEEK

It is always a pleasant surprise to have some better than expected results come in! We have much to be pleased about with
our Regional Finances.
2017 Convention
Perth saw us have one of our best received Conventions. We were prepared for a deficit, but
overall, we posted a healthy surplus. This was due to a number of factors. Firstly, the
registrations were above expectations at 708 and webcast viewers at 214. We also made use
of generous funding from the Perth Convention Bureau and, together with some clever
choices to reduce some costs, we came in at a surplus of $44 000. We really did “laugh, sing
and shine” in lots of ways in Perth!
For the next three conventions in Hobart we are looking forward to some good financial
outcomes as a consequence of staying at the same location.
ICAP – International Competitor Assistance Program
This year, as a region, we were once again able to support our international competitors in
Las Vegas and will do the same for the choruses who will be travelling to St Louis next year.
We even got some gorgeous personalised cheques for the formal presentations at their preVegas performances.
Debacle Quartet received a contribution of $4000 as the quartet representing our region, while Perth Harmony Chorus and
Brindabella Chorus, who received their first-tier contribution last year, received a further funding amount according to their
final registered members. The two choruses competing next year, Endeavour Harmony Chorus and Circular Keys Chorus have
each received their first-tier funding of $5000.
August A Cappella
We had a great education month in August with 279 registrations over five state events. We came in just under budget with the
Region subsidising the event with almost $5000. It showed how our very capable Regional Education Faculty can deliver great
education events for our members.
Directors’ School
Once again, the Regional Education Faculty delivered outstanding education at our annual Director’s school. There were 75
attendees, including frontline directors and assistant directors. The Region subsidises this event through organising travel for all
participants because educating our music leaders is eventually beneficial for all our members. The total cost for this event came
in at $25 000.
Further education expenses in the form of the annual REF visits for each chorus came in close to $15 000.
With this last report, I’m handing you over to my very capable successor, Annie Freeman, and I do sincerely hope she will enjoy
her time as Finance coordinator on the Regional team as much as I did.

TEAM COORDINATOR REPORT

KATE HAWKINS

With my tenure as Events Coordinator coming to an end on 30th April 2017, I was asked by the RMT to
step into the role of Team Coordinator when serving Team Coordinator, Sharon Cartwright, stepped
down from her regional responsibilities to take on her position on the International Board of Directors
as of 1st May 2017.
It wasn’t long into this term when the decision was made to enter the Regional Governance Pilot.
Attending International Convention in Las Vegas, along with Val Norris, Membership Coordinator,
provided the perfect opportunity to meet with the members on the Regional Governance Pilot
Program Task Force who would assist us with the transition from Regional Management Team (RMT) to
Regional Resource Team (RRT).
It was an honour to host the Facebook live stream of our Rah Rah from the MGM Grand to send Brindabella Chorus, Debacle
Quartet and Perth Harmony Chorus onto the international stage with the best wishes of Region 34. Needless to say, being in the
auditorium to cheer on all our competitors was very exciting, especially being there to witness Brindabella’s history-making
performance in Harmony Classic.
Val and I attended the L.E.A.P. (Learn, Engage Apply, Perform) Day for RMT/REC members offered by International on the
Monday of convention week which provided the opportunity to network with members from the International Board of
Directors along with regional leaders. I attended the Young Singers Foundation (YSF) Liaison breakfast on behalf of Lindsey
Dyer, Education Coordinator, where I was able to learn more from the YSF Advancement Committee about their activities and
how we could further benefit from this Foundation.
Continuing with the commitment of Sweet Adelines International to foster diversity within the organisation, I attended a
workshop facilitated by the Diversity Task Force where we were encouraged to explore our own understanding of diversity and
inclusion along with gaining an understanding of others. Finally, to wrap-up a very busy week, I attended the President’s
Reception due to my participation on the Editorial Review Board.
Thank you to Dianne James, Judy English-Ellis and Sue Weston, the Project Constitution Oz team established in 2012, who
finalised the new Rules for Incorporation for Australian choruses which choruses are now implementing. The work of this team,
along with the chorus leaders who participated in the pilot during 2017, will provide benefits to all Region 34 choruses for many
years to come,
The last couple of months of 2017 were spent working with the RMT recruiting members for the Regional Resource Team and
preparing for a New Year which would see our new management structure come into being.
I would like to acknowledge and thank the RMT members who have had their roles re-defined under the new RRT structure for
their willingness to trial the Regional Governance Pilot. I would like to thank all the RRT members who have come on board to
serve the Region. It is the commitment and hard work of these ladies which makes Region 34 the powerhouse it is.
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